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IN THIS EDITION
Team Economics Quest brings to you the
'Financial Wellness and Investment Insight'
edition of our monthly newsletter.
The topics covered in this edition strive to
promote financial literacy among the readers
with the help of relatable and relevant
examples.
At the Economics Quest, we believe that
financial literacy is one of the cornerstones of
holistic development; it is an indispensable skill
that concerns people across all streams and
occupations. It needs to be talked about more
than it currently is and this is our effort to get
the conversation started.
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SECURITIES
POEM BY BHAVYA GOGIA, XII HILLTOP

Toiling eves and noon
Enhancing our living standard,
Can we ameliorate our capital,
Without becoming a haggard?
Well, if there is a will,
So would be different ways,
To prudently earn and grow
Our 'Securities' we can raise
Investing in any however,
Would depend on your appetite
The amount of risk you afford
Can decide your future rise!
To expand and raise funds
One invests in stocks and bonds,
A stock is shared ownership & thus incurs
Each respective gain and loss
Bonds are safer though lack
The long term strength of the former
To diversify your portfolios,
Make sure to add their best proportion!
Mutual Funds and ETFs
Are like common gates
For investors to diversify,
They mix many assets,
The intra day trade settlement of the latter
Can lie at your convenience
Considering your expertise at
Prediction of price movements
Then there are private equities
Along with hedge funds
Both run with high risks
And provide higher returns
At the end, I'd say, like a crop,
Which requires adequate resources
Would an entity grow, if provided
With securities and their knowledge!
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CHINA AND ITS DEBT TRAP CULTURE
ARTICLE BY NEEL SENGUPTA, XII RIVERDALE
There are two ways to conquer and enslave a nation, one is by the sword. The other is by debt.
-John Adams
SRI LANKA: THE START OF A PATTERN

In 2009, the President of Sri Lanka at the time, Mahinda Rajapaksa started
pushing to build a new port in a small town at the south-end of Sri Lanka. Why?
Because ambitious projects like these that promised prosperity made you look
like a good, caring politician. The only problem was that everyone, including their
government studies, estimated that the port wouldn't be profitable and when
they went to Indian companies for funding, they gave a similar verdict. It was an
economic dud then and it's an economic dud now.
But, the President suddenly announced that the project had been green-lighted
with the help of none other than China. The Chinese Import-Export Bank (EXIM)
gave them a loan of $307 million. On the surface, this looked very generous, a
developed nation helping another to build infrastructure when other selfish
countries wouldn't help. But, it came with some clever terms.

THE CATCH

The port would have to be built by the Chinese Communist Party's preferred
Chinese companies: The China Harbour Engineering Company and The
Sinohydro Corporation. On the face of it, it looked like money was going into the
developing country, but actually, it just got funneled right back into the Chinese
economy. So there was no risk to the Chinese government and the only upside
and requirement was that Sri Lanka would let the Chinese government know
exactly who was coming in and out of the port so that Beijing would get valuable
intel on top of everything.
The Magampura Mahinda Rajapaksa Port opened in 2010 and the forecast was right, no
one was interested in the newly built port, only 34 ships docked there in 2012 compared to
nearly 4,000 ships on the Colombo port.

RINSE, REPEAT

The President's finances were in the hole so he went back to China for another
loan for $757 million. China agreed but with the condition that the first loan of
$307 million would go from 1 to 2% interest rate to 6.3% interest rate.
Then, a new President was appointed who took over a country shackled in debt.
Debt had increased threefold to $44.8 billion and by the end of 2015, they had a
$4.7 billion payment due to the money they didn't have.
So what did they do? They took another loan from China
and this time for $1 billion to help pay off the other
upcoming debt payments. It's safe to say that Sri Lanka
found itself at the mercy of the Chinese Government, not
at the crack of a whip or the point of a gun, but through
the double-edged sword of debt. Sri Lanka's only option Go to the negotiation and hope China would show some
mercy and let them cancel some of this debt.
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This didn't happen, China now owns 85% of the port and has managed to squeeze
15,000 acres around the port as well which adds just one more strategic
infrastructure project in China's growing portfolio around the globe. And where
does China have its eyes set on now? Africa.
Debt traps and debt diplomacy are nothing new, in fact, China is probably just
taking a page out of the book of the original master of the game -the United States
of America. The similarities are shocking. In the 70s,80s and 90s, the US employed
the same strategy in countries like Panama, Colombia, and Ecuador.
Now, why did the U.S. go through all this effort to enslave these less-developed
countries (LDCs)? It's simple, when you're a global superpower, you need a lot of
resources to stay at the very top, like oil, energy, raw materials, places to put your
military bases, nations under your influence so that you can, in turn, influence the
votes in the United Nations.

THE AFRICAN DEBT CRISIS
Today, China is in a similar position. Beijing is desperate for energy, money, and resources
to continue its astronomical climb to the top. China has surpassed the U.S. on oil imports
and it gets a third of its imports from African countries. Africa has half of the world's
manganese for steel production along with a ton of other metals needed for
manufacturing electronics.
As China's middle class grows, the cost of labour goes up, which means ironically, now
the Chinese government has to turn elsewhere for cheap labour. Of course, having more
countries out with you and not the U.S. is always a good thing. And as Africa's 1.2 billion
people urbanise at breakneck speeds, developed countries willing to risk billions to build
infrastructure could be facing a once in a lifetime opportunity to make billions or even
trillions in the long run and it looks like China is the only country willing to take that risk
right now.

WILL HISTORY REPEAT ITSELF?
Why are the African Governments willing to fall into what might as
well be another Chinese Debt Trap?
The Chinese Government-controlled banks offer LDCs loans
or debt to build infrastructure.
If there is no existing infrastructure, they start with the basics
like mines, power plants, water plants, etc. The African
Governments accept these loans because if these are used
properly to increase productivity, then there's a net positive
and therefore, the standard of living of citizens increases.
But the thing is, politicians, getting offered these debts only
see the bright side, but as these projects get bigger, more
complex, more expensive, and require more forecasting from
experts, the same debt can make your nation crash and burn
over time.

THE POLITICAL ANGLE

Projects also look great for the politicians because they cast
the false image of them being the saviors of these nations,
bringing in jobs, urbanization, and so on.

WIN-WIN SITUATION

If the projects end up being profitable, everyone wins:
The Chinese gain influence over the area and the project
increases the
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continued...
prosperity of the LDC. However, if the
project underperforms like Sri Lanka, the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has more
leverage over these nations.
Most countries have been in situations
where because they couldn't pay the debt,
it automatically authorizes the Chinese to
step into the country and take all-natural
resources as collateral gains. So either way,
the CCP gains influence over these
countries.

THE DEBT DYSTOPIA
There is the $3.5 billion, 450-mile e-railway
line in Ethiopia that got engulfed in
corruption. There is another light rail
system in Ethiopia that was funded, built
and operated by China.
There are a ton of other projects as well and
the result cracks have started to show: The
light rail system ended up consuming a
quarter of Ethiopia's Budget in 2016.
Nigeria had to renegotiate its deal with
Chinese contractors because it couldn't
pay up.
Kenya's Railway went 4 times over the
original budget or 6% of its GDP.
In 2019, the loan shot up to 85 billion
Kenyan Shillings as the 5 year grace period
ended.

CONCLUSION
When you look at Africa, this is exactly how
it went; China surpassed the U.S. as Africa's
largest trading partner at around $200
billion per year; Africa exports around 15%
of its goods to China, fuel, lubricant, iron ore
metals, etc and Africa imports 14% to 21%
of goods from China like advanced
machinery, electronics, etc. Also, China
practically has a monopoly on all the
construction projects in Africa. By 2015 66%
of all new loans into Africa were coming
from China.
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GOOD ECONOMICS
FOR HARD TIMES:
BETTER ANSWERS TO
OUR BIGGEST
PROBLEMS
BOOK REVIEW BY MEHAK PURI, XII
RIVERDALE.
BOOK BY ABHIJIT BANERJEE &
ESTHER DUFLO

It is an extraordinary book written by
two of the world’s greatest
economists. It discusses the results
of random experiments related to
the current economic condition of
the people living in poor countries.
This book discusses the biggest
economic challenges faced by the
humankind i.e., solving the problem
of income inequality, immigration,
job losses from automation and
trade, and climate change.
It is a combination of all possible
answers to the questions that are
being asked to the Government.
Every chapter has great significance
as it educates the readers about the
simple steps towards “Making
Economics great again”.
It plays a great role in convincing us
to build a public opinion at the
earliest so that we start demanding
social policies to be enacted,
requiring the thoughts and actions
of each and every one of us.
If you are an economics enthusiast
and seek answers to the mysteries of
modern economics, you should get a
copy of this masterpiece ASAP!
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DEFENSIVE INVESTMENT
ARTICLE BY SIDDHANTH GAIND,
XII RIVERDALE

Defensive investment is a form of investment in the defensive sector funds.
Defensive stock funds or noncyclical stocks are a form of funds where the
investors invest in companies that provide goods and services to the ultimate
consumers during all stages of the financial (economical) periods which include
those of recession as well as upturn (boom) in the market.
These are a form of mutual funds where the level of risk in the investment is low
as compared to other forms of investments as they are minimally dependent on
the financial phases of the market. These are quoted as one of the safest funds as
they maintain their earnings during the hard and testing times of recession. But it
doesn’t mean that defensive sector funds are not affected by the downturns in the
market. It depends on the past experiences and performances of the companies
which are included under this category.
Let’s understand the concept of defensive investment with an example. The
demand for medicines or consumable goods remains the same even if there is a
downturn in the market as these goods are necessity goods that have a nearly
inelastic demand. Similarly, other types of goods and services like
telecommunication, health care, and other utilities like electricity, water, and gas,
etc. are needed for day-to-day activities. All the companies engaged in the
business of these goods and services are included in the defensive sector funds.
Even stocks of big companies which have a strong cash flow with a fixed dividend
rate that has persisted for many years can also be considered as defensive stocks
as these companies have the capacity to absorb all market fluctuations. The
approach which must be used for defensive investment is that an investor must
not totally depend on one company that comes under such type of stocks, the
investor should diversify his/her investment in stocks of various other
companies which come under the category of defensive stocks.
For example, if person A invests all his/her money in a telecommunication sector
company, then his investment may be affected due to the ups and downs in this
particular sector; but if person B invests his money in different sectors included
under defensive stocks, he would receive better returns and this would save him
from declines in the market (bear market).
However, there are many people who don’t invest in defensive stock due to the
low returns received by people during a bull market as these stocks have a low
beta (low volatility), but people forget that in times of recession, it is these types
of stocks which save people from losses in a bear market.
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During the infamous financial crisis of 2007 – 08, many companies were
adversely affected all around the world. In India, many big companies were
deeply affected by the financial crisis, but there was one such Indian
conglomerate, Hindustan Unilever Limited which remained as a star
performer gaining high growth. This company deals in consumer goods like
food, beverages, etc.
This proves the approach of defensive investment. There were many such
companies included in the defensive stock funds which were the least
affected by this global financial crisis.
In the given figure, we have been given the graphs of the share price of
Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) and Axis Bank. There are huge fluctuations
or swings in the share price curve of Axis Bank (blue curve), whereas there are
fewer fluctuations or ups and downs in the share price curve of Hindustan
Unilever Limited (Green curve). Axis Bank comes under cyclical stock companies
as the likes of such companies are adversely affected by the economic cycle
whereas HUL comes under defensive stock companies as the likes of such
companies are less affected by the economic cycle. We can clearly see that the
share price curve of HUL is increasing and decreasing at an almost constant
rate, whereas there is a lot of variation in the share price curve of Axis Bank.
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THE DOWNFALL OF SAHARA
ARTICLE BY SIDDHANTH GAIND, XII RIVERDALE

Did you know that the Sahara Group was a sponsor of the Indian Cricket Team for
11 years? During this reign, Indian won the World Cup. It brings back memories of a
wonderful time, the Wankhede, Dhoni V/s Kulasekara, 4 to win off 11, that
magnificent six over long-on, Sachin finally lifting the World Cup,
Sahara at the sleeve, India in the heart.
The Sahara India Pariwar, also known as the Sahara Group is an India-based
conglomerate offering diversified services including real estate, entertainment,
information technology, financing, etc. The company’s owner, Subrata Roy started
the company in 1978. Its headquarters are situated in Lucknow.
Initially, it was started as a Real Estate Company and then went on to become one
of the major companies of India having investments in various sectors. The period
between 2004 and 2012 was the best time for Sahara as it became one of the
biggest conglomerates in India. It became the second-largest employer in India
after Indian Railways in this period. But, it has been under police custody due to
frauds committed by the company.
In 2010, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) found that two of the
subsidiary firms of the Sahara Group: Sahara India Real Estate Corporation (SIREC)
and Sahara Housing Investment Corporation (SHIC) had collected money through
illegal bonds. These firms had been laundering money in the names of fictitious
investors.

The SEBI registered a complaint against this scam and in 2012, the Sahara Group
was ordered to compensate ₹24,000 Crore with 15 % interest on it, and it had to
return all the money to its respective investors within a time span of 3 months.
This was a huge task for the Sahara Group. So, the Supreme Court permitted the
payment of the amount in 3 instalments. It successfully paid the first instalment,
but failed to pay the remaining two. The Supreme Court ordered Subrata Roy and
his three main investors to compensate the amount from the properties worth
₹20,000 crores. On 4th March 2014, Subrata Roy was arrested as issued in the
consent of the Supreme Court (non-bailable warrant). The saying “The fame you
earn has a different taste from the fame that is forced upon you” is a perfect
description of the situation of the Sahara Group.
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MONEY MARKET

ARTICLE BY ARSH BHARDWAJ, XII DAISYDALE
WHAT IS A MONEY MARKET?

To understand money markets, we need information about capital markets.
A capital market is a market where buyers and sellers engage in the trade of
financial securities like bonds, stocks, etc. Buying and selling are undertaken
by participants such as individuals and institutions. If in a market, this kind of
trade of bonds, stocks, etc., takes place in short-term debt investments, it is
called a money market.
At a wholesale level, it involves large volume trades between institutions and
governments. At a retail level, it includes money market mutual funds
bought by individuals and money market accounts opened by bank
customers.

WHY IS A MONEY MARKET IMPORTANT?

● A money market is characterized by a high degree of safety and relatively

low rates of returns. The high safety ensures high chances of positive returns
and comparatively fewer chances of loss which can be incurred by the financial
securities, which are being dealt with.
A money market is quite vital since it provides short-term funds which an
investor or an institution might need for various purposes.

●

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF A MONEY MARKET
Treasury Bills: A Treasury Bill (T-Bill) is a short-term U.S. government debt
obligation backed by the treasury department with a maturity of one year or
less.
Treasury bills are usually sold in denominations of $1,000. However, some can
reach a maximum denomination of $5 million in non-competitive bids. These
securities are widely regarded as low-risk and secure investments.
Commercial Paper: For buying and selling unsecured loans for corporations in
need of a short-term cash infusion. Only highly creditworthy companies.
participate, so the risks are low.
Certificates of Deposits: These are
issued, as proof of a bundle that is
bought by any investor/institution.
These are usually for a period of 10
years, but they are also available for
3 months, 6 months, and 1year.
Because they are virtually risk-free,
money market investments also
come with very low-interest rates often risk-free rate of return.
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As a result, they will not provide substantial capital gains or investment growth
when compared to riskier assets like equity stocks.
Some types of money market accounts, like CDs, furthermore can lock your
money up until they mature, which can range anywhere from months to even
years.

PROFITABILITY OF MONEY MARKETS
Though a money market is characteristically safer to invest in, it provides a very
low-interest rate, which as discussed above is a downside of the money markets.
Due to this, the profitability is quite tough to determine. This is because it is
profitable, but then the profits are low, but are usually sure.
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GOLD CONSUMPTION IN
INDIA: AN ABERRATION OF THE
LAW OF DEMAND?
ARTICLE BY GURMOHINA KAUR, XII ROCKVIEW
Demand for gold is a widespread, observable fact around the world, in which
India’s share accounts for 25%. From the macroeconomic perspective, gold is
considered to be a wealth preserver due to its increase in value over a period of
time. Gold stands at 12% of our total imports, next to crude oil and capital
goods, from the largest producers of gold in the world- Russia, South Africa, the
U.S.A., China, etc. India pays them in their respective currencies, which
amounts to $60 billion per year. Due to this, we are forced to sell our INR at
cheaper rates, which dents our economy and is the paramount reason for the
upsurge in gold prices.
Supplementarily, interest rates on financial products and services are tied
closely with the demand for gold. With increased rates of interest, customers
tend to sell gold to acquire cash and as such, an increased supply leads to
reduced interest rates. Alternatively, high interests translate into more cash in
the hands of the customer.

DEMAND PATTERN IN INDIA
In India, the demand for gold remains ‘highly elastic’ because of culture and
belief. Factors like increase in income, and certain non-price factors, like- the
price of related goods, tastes, and preferences of the consumer, income of the
consumer, population, etc., also make consumers consume more units of the
metal. In October 2008, the demand for gold increased. Imports started falling
from December 2008 by 83%, followed by 91% in January 2009. In March 2009,
imports were zero. Later in the year 2009, platinum, which is a substitute for gold,
started declining from Rs. 35,000 to Rs. 22,000 which made people purchase
more units of platinum than gold. The demand increase during 2012-13 can be
attributed to price decrease, which is in alignment with the Law of Demand and
the rest of the instances don’t follow the same.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Indian consumers are ready to pay any price for gold. Cultural and religious
traditions which involve wearing gold play a major role in influencing Indian
gold demand. This fondness for gold is acting against the Law of Demand, as
price solely doesn’t determine demand for gold anymore.
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CONCLUSION
Demand for gold in India is highly interwoven with culture, traditions, the
desire for beauty, as well as the desire for financial protection. According to
a study conducted by the World Gold Council and FICCI, Indian consumers
view gold, both as an adornment and as an investment. When asked why
they bought gold, 77% of the respondents cited safety of return as a factor,
while others cited adornment as a major rationale.
As a result, it may be incorrect to infer price alone influences the demand
for gold in India. There are various other factors such as tastes and
preferences of the consumers, interest rates in the economy, inflation,
population, substitution effect, Dollar rate, etc. that influence the price
change and demand for gold in India.
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INVESTMENT IN
SPORTS FRANCHISES

Article by Arjun Singh, XII Riverdale
HOW TO GO ABOUT IT?

Although investing in a professional sports franchise has many similarities to
traditional investment models, there are certainly distinct differences. From the
start of the process to the eventual completion of the purchase of the ownership
interest, there are various items to consider, which include the following.

THE AUCTION
It is a process we all must’ve heard somewhere or the other. It is basically the sale
of the teams of a league to new owners by the previous ones or by the league
itself [as in when it premieres]. At first, the league or the previous owners shortlist
the bidders on the grounds of their financial well-being, their interest, and their
ethicality. After this, the real auction starts, where every bidder places their
respective bids.

LEAGUE APPROVAL
After the auction process, it is necessary for the prospective owner to get
approval from the league as well as from all the owners of all the teams in the
league. The majority of all is necessary. The owner appointed must pledge to
conform to all the rules and regulations set by the league. Apart from this, he
also ensures that the investor is not a part-owner of anything which the league
condemns; for example-adult entertainment.

APPOINTMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL
Mostly due to the high amount of financial needs to buy a franchise, they are run
by multiple investors. But in order to have more clarity, the league appoints an
individual out of them as their representative in all the league meetings, trades,
and voting on items such as collective bargaining agreements, league rules, and
the admission of other new owners etc.

RESTRICTIONS ON SALE
Once a purchaser of a team has been approved, the controlling interest in that
franchise may not be sold without the supermajority approval of the other
owners across the league, as discussed above. This also means that a team may
not be relocated without the required approval of the other owners.

PROFIT REALISATION

Normally, the profits earned by the franchises are reinvested in the franchise
itself, due to which a franchises’ real financial growth can only be determined at
the time of sale of the franchise.. These businesses are driven by long-term
capital appreciation rather than year-to-year profits/distributions.
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PROFITABILITY
A sports franchise, after its annual revenue may or may not make a profit. However,
the majority increase in value annually, hence even if owners are not making a
profit through advertising and sales, their net worth still increases. This fact can be
seen in the graphic below.

Generally, it is not the motivation of a sports team owner to make a profit but to
have their franchise increase in value. That's not to say that all teams don't make
money, but many do not. It does seem that the profitability of sports franchises for
their owners is more dependent on the change in the value of the team from its
purchase to when it is sold than how much money it actually makes through
ticket sales and television deals. However, some teams are able to both make a
profit and increase in net worth. A notable example of this can be found in the Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim, who have a very strong financial set up to achieve
both. Another example of both profit and increase in value can be seen in the New
York Yankees who have also been able to achieve high profits as well as increases
in value, thanks to the high local and international revenue.

REASON FOR INCREASE IN VALUE OF A FRANCHISE
A sports franchises’ value increases when it becomes financially relevant again
and skyrockets when it becomes successful. SUCCESS-Being relevant and
extremely competitive in whichever tournament a sports franchise plays in.t

REASONS FOR A FRANCHISE BEING FINANCIALLY RELEVANT
A Bankable Brand This might be in terms of their style of play, that inspires
people and makes the eyes of the people glued to their televisions. This might
also be a particular individual who is just a phenom that he/she turns that
franchise around positively by their play and demeanour and become a major
focal point of all the love a franchise gets from the people.
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IMPLICATION
By a franchise being relevant again or just skyrocketing, their turnaround of fans in the
stadium increases, merchandise sale increases, and the fan base widens. Their global
appeal increases.

BRINGING IN ALL THE PRINT
Why would an investor be willing to invest in a franchise?
Is it just its performance? Or its prospects? Or a coach? Or a player? Well, all of the
above are really secondary. The main lucrative reason is the market in which it is
located and even how committed its fans are. Explaining by example: The last time the
NEW YORK KNICKS won a championship I was not born or rather took a good 20 years
back, still, you weren’t there. You must be thinking what a pathetic financial prospect.
But what they do is only lead all teams in their total value [$5 billion]. Is it its
performance? Or its prospects? Or a coach? Or a player? Well well, for god’s sake its
NEW YORK, arguably the financial capital of the world

CHANGING TRENDS OF INVESTMENT
Now, rather than a business house controlling a specific sports team, it's basically an
altogether new industry where professional sports management groups own multiple
franchises all across the world. Where a person, not necessarily a billionaire can invest
in these franchises through them, a prime example being that of Fenway Sports Group.
They own the Boston Red Sox and Liverpool Football Club. Having multiple
stakeholders including eminent personalities like LeBron James, FSG has combined
deep respect for analytics with the intangibles of sports that go beyond the realm of
data and science. During FSG’s tenure, the Red Sox have amassed four World Series
Championships, one of which ended an 86 year drought. And in less than a decade, the
legendary Liverpool Football Club was taken from the brink of bankruptcy and restored
to its rightful place atop the football world with an English Premier League title, a
European Cup title, and the FIFA Club World Cup.

Hence like a good brokerage firm in the stock market, they also invest in potential
franchises. It cannot be denied that the industry is not that elaborate like a stock market
till now but has a great future ahead and this would surely be a treat for all sports fans.
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ANGEL INVESTING
Article by Mehak Puri, XII Riverdale

Angel investors can be the people known or unknown to an
entrepreneur who are attracted towards investing in the early stages of
a business due to the motive of earning high returns. But the sole
motive of an angel investor is not monetary returns. They look forward
to a founder/ entrepreneur who has a passion for the work that he/she
is doing and is also able to tap huge market opportunities.
Advantages of Angel Investment

● A lower degree of risk is involved as compared to taking loans;
● Employment generation;
● No demand for high monthly fees;
● Reinvests the return.
Disadvantages of Angel Investment
Loss of control as an owner;
Possibility of malpractices;
Less structural support than an investing company;
Hard to find a suitable angel investor.

●
●
●
●

Importance of Angel Investment

● Focused on the passion of the entrepreneur;
● Provide loans at easier rates of interest;
● Play a vital role in the development of a country.
Sources of Angel Investment include family, friends, wealthy
individuals, and crowdfunding. Finding a suitable and appropriate
angel at the right time can make all the difference in the world to your
business.
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DISINVESTMENT AND
PRIVATISATION POLICY
Article by Alisha Bhatia, XII Rockview
Hon’ble Prime Minister P.V Narasimha Rao and Hon’ble Finance Minister Manmohan
Singh on July 24, 1991, introduced India’s new economic policy which was known as
the LPG model (Liberalisation, Privatisation, and Globalisation Model) to deal with the
financial crisis and restructure the Indian economy.
With the LPG reforms, India moved towards a market-based economy. Business units
such as Steel Authority of India ltd, BSNL, Air India are together known as PSUs. These
PSUs are running on huge debts and are suffering heavy financial losses. When PSUs
were formed, India was a socialist-minded economy and the government owned
most of the assets of the country. These government companies have now become
the crown jewels of India’s socialist legacy.
The government, after viewing certain losses by PSUs, further allowed the sale of
assets of PSUs. This is known as disinvestment, which usually means dissolving or
liquidating either all or partial assets on sale. So, these government companies were a
part of the socialist idea but eventually India had started moving towards capitalism.

In a capitalist economy, the government hardly produces anything and its role is
limited to regulations and administration. To really make privatised PSUs work, the
entire unit needed to be sold to a single player who can manage the company.
Selling to diverse stakeholders like HNIs, FPIs, mutual funds and public machinery
who couldn’t add focus to the management is unfeasible. An existing airline
company buying the state-owned carrier makes sense as it has proven expertise in
the field. Even a promoter group that is seeking diversification could extend its claim
for such a purchase if the track-record is good.
A criteria matrix can be drawn for this purpose, listing the qualifications for a buyer.
Also, often PSUs are told to invest in machinery to boost capex, which would not be
possible once privatised. We have had cases of one OMC buying stake in order to
meet the disinvestment target. This again would not be possible. Therefore, the path
towards total privatisation involves breaking ideological shibboleths that have been
built since Independence.
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THE POWER OF
INVESTING EARLY
Article by Harshbir Singh Ahuja, XII Riverdale
This article will discuss something we’ve learnt in class 8, but don’t understand
just how powerful it is. We’ll be talking about Compound Interest. It’s simple to
understand and it’s a wonderful tool for your personal finance goals.

WHAT IS INTEREST?
First, let’s discuss the fundamentals of ‘interest’. Interest is the extra money paid
by institutions like banks or post offices on money deposited (kept) with them.
Interest is also paid by people when they borrow money.

TYPES OF INTERESTS

We’ve already learnt about 2 kinds of interests: Simple and Compound.
Simple Interest is calculated by the formula:
S.I.= PRT/100
where P stands for Principal, R stands for Rate of Interest, and T stands for Time.
This formula results in a uniform amount of interest being charged every
single year. It is rarely used in practical life, and there’s a very good reason as
to why.
Simple Interest fails to take advantage of compounding, or interest charged
on interest. So it’s a pretty good deal if you take loans charging Simple
Interest(as you’ll have to pay less), but not so much when you’re investing or
lending money, given that the rate for charging interest is the same in both
cases. In essence, you’ll be making a very good deal if you get a loan that charges
6% p.a. Simple Interest, but you’d rather go for 6%p.a. Compound Interest when
you invest or lend.
The interest which is calculated on the amount of the previous year
(Principal+Interest Earned) is called Compound Interest. The formula for
calculating the Final Amount is given below. The amount of Compound Interest
earned can be easily calculated by subtracting the Principal Amount from the
Final Amount.

where A is the final amount, P is the initial principal balance, r stands for interest
rate, n stands for the number of times interest is applied per time period, and t
stands for the number of time periods elapsed.
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Let’s say you lend ₹100 to your friend at 10%p.a. Compound Interest. You’ll have
₹110 at the end of the first year, and ₹121 at the end of the second year. If you
were to charge Simple Interest, you’d have ₹120 at the end of the second year.
It seems bizarre to care about the type of interest that is charged when the
results in the example differ by a single rupee. You have to take into account
that the difference between the results will keep on widening with the
increase in the time period for which the amount stays invested and the
principal amount. If you were to say, lend ₹10,00,000 instead, you’d be staring at
a ₹5,93,742 difference in favour of Compound Interest at the end of 10 years. This
difference is too large to ignore.

INVESTING EARLY AND COMPOUND INTEREST

So far, we’ve established that investing with Compound Interest is the better
policy. Now, let’s get to the essence of this article ‘The Power of Investing Early’.
Why do you need to invest early? Well, if you start investing now, you can take
better advantage of compounding than you would be able to, let’s say 5 or 10
years down the line. You’ll be able to earn more interest if you start investing
now than later. This will set up a healthy retirement fund, so you can enjoy life
to the fullest even when you stop earning. This is the power of starting today.
Let’s put some numbers up to illustrate the above point..
We’ll compare 3 different cases, assuming an annual return of 10%, investing up
to the age of 60 years, inflation to be ignored.
CASE 1
Name: Vedaant
Started investing at the age of 20
Invests ₹500 per month
Total Deposits = 500*12*40= ₹2,40,000
Future Investment Value = ₹27,97,303.7
Compound Interest Earned = ₹25,57,303.7
CASE 2
Name: Aditya
Started investing at the age of 30
Invests ₹500 per month
Total Deposits = ₹1,80,000
Future Investment Value = ₹10,39,646.36
Compound Interest Earned = ₹8,59,646.36
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CASE 3
Name: Mehul
Started investing at the age of 40
Invests ₹500 per month
Total Deposits = ₹1,20,000
Future Investment Value = ₹3,61,993.36
Compound Interest Earned = ₹2,41,993.36
(Calculations courtesy of thecalculatorsite.com)
Conclusion: Vedaant, Aditya, and Mehul invest the same amount per month at
the same rate of interest, yet Vedaant earns almost ₹17 Lakh more in interest than
Aditya and ₹23 Lakh more than Mehul.
This is the power of investing early.

COMPOUND EXAMPLE

Here is an example chart. You invest your profile margin from a sale of an item
($1000). we'll use a longer compounding investment period (20 years) at the
same 10% per year, to keep the sum simple. here we compare the benefits of
compound interest versus standard interest and no interest at all.
Source: thecalculatorsite.com
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